In vivo 3D kinematics of normal forearms: analysis of dynamic forearm rotation.
Forearm rotation is an indispensable activity of daily living and comprises complex motions with rotational and translational components. It is thought that changes in these motions with injury or disease may affect diagnostic indices. Several studies have assessed in vivo forearm kinematics with static conditions, but dynamic forearm kinematics have not yet been reported. The purpose of this study was to analyze forearm kinematics during dynamic rotation using radiographic 3D-2D registration methods. Ten forearms of five healthy males with the mean age of 37 years old were enrolled. Lateral fluoroscopic images were taken during forearm rotation from maximum supination to maximum pronation with their elbows flexed to approximately 45°. Geometric bone models were created from CT scans of the humerus, the radius and the ulna. Three-dimensional kinematics were determined using 3D-2D model registration techniques with the images and models, and the arc of axial rotation of the radius, volar/dorsal translation of the ulna at the distal radioulnar joint and rotation axis of forearm were computed. The radial rotation arc was 157°. The ulna translated 3.9 mm (SD 1.5mm) dorsally during activity. The rotation axis of the forearm passed through the center of the radial head and the ulnar head at the 1.9 mm (SD 0.7 mm) posterior from its geometric centroid. The posteriorly deviated rotation axis at the ulnar head may result in the ulnar head translating dorsally during pronation. These data provide a basis for objective assessment of pathological forearm function.